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C4QB Overview 
There are many modules that fall under our Capture for QuickBooks offering. 

 

Accounting: 

• Invoice/Bills 

• Credit Card Receipts 

• Checking 

 

Donations: 

• Donations 

 

Accounting: Standardized Features 
The below listed features are functions that has been added. This solution comes from 

an existing SPAP v8 project. 

 

 

Invoice/Bill Duplicate Detection 

To avoid any duplicate payments, IRIS checks the invoice number and vendor.  
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Customer Detection 

This X4D features includes an autofill when a user begins typing. This field can also be trained 

respectively to the vendor. Once discovered, this is used for every line in the transaction. 

 
 

Class Detection 

This X4D features includes an autofill when a user begins typing. This field can also be trained 

respectively to the vendor. Once discovered, this is used for every line in the transaction. 

 

 
 

Document Age 

To protect closed books, X4D can detect the age of the document and advise against entry. Easily 

customize a 'last date to be accepted', monitor the age of your documents, or disable any date 

tracking in general. 

 
 

Inventory Detection 

This system is capable of recognizing items/expenses. This can be done from finding phrases, based 

on vendor, or learned after its posted. 
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Automatic Master data 

X4D automatically generates Master data from QuickBooks. This provides additional intelligence used 

in identifying items, invoices, vendors, expenses, customers, calculations, inventory, terms, 

transactions, accounts, and more. 

 

Calculations 

Built in calculations and custom-calculation capability gives users full control over their accounting for 

both headers and line item levels. 

 

  

 

Image Archiving 

PDFs are created, saved, and stored any number of ways. Customization for filename and path 

include values captures from the Invoice/Bill/Credit Memo or from values inside QuickBooks. This 

removes the laborious tasks of manually saving images. 

 

Account Association 

Accounts associated from common vendor transactions. 

 

Image Archiving Path 

Easily store a file path which is added to each QB transaction. Works with all Capture for QuickBooks 

entry types (Bill, Credit Card, etc.). 
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Document Type Recognition 

Identifies all entry type transactions written into QuickBooks automatically. Easily configure each type 

on/off. Additionally, a default type can be set as well. 
Identifies: Bills/Invoices, Credit Memos, Credit Card Charges, Credit Card Credits, and Checks. 

Transaction Association 

Transaction association understands the most popular expense transactions for every business in QB. 

(Example: an Adobe transaction would always be considered a software expense) 

 

Posting Integrity 

Rules and logic monitor amounts. Line items are measured, Sales tax and extra charges are compared 

together with Total amount. 

 
 

Utility Identification 

Recognizes if the received document is a utility bill.  If utility is recognized, line item capturing turns 

off and set to one line. 

 

Email Fetching to QB 

By combining our XMailFetcher with X4D, we can intelligently grabs specific emails from email 

accounts like office 365 and converts the emailed invoice into a stored transaction inside of 

QuickBooks. 

 

Customized Job List (Verify) 

Recognizes if the received document is a utility bill. 
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Donations: Standardized Features 
The below features are functions made from a blank XClassify project consisting of 

different classes used for better handling of information into QuickBooks. 

 

Automatic Master data 

X4D automatically generates Master data from QuickBooks. This provides additional intelligence used 

in identifying the donator. 

 

Email Fetching to QB 

By combining our XMailFetcher with X4D, we can intelligently grabs specific emails from email 

accounts like office 365 and converts the emailed invoice into a stored transaction inside of 

QuickBooks. 


